I am a blue card holder.
At present it is too difficult
so I do not go as often as
often as I would like.
I cannot use the Social Club
because of the access issues.
I use a walking frame and am
partially sighted. Level access
in a bright, light building would
allow me to use the building.
A lot of difference!
Being disabled I find it
difficult to get from the
car to the current hall.
I can invite friends with
disabilities to events that I
organise in the
knowledge that access is
available to all. Brilliant!

My partner has
disabilities. When we
went to the Social
Club (which is on a
slope) to vote it was
very painful for her. It
will make a big
difference for her on
the flat.
I have a young daughter.
Access with pram is very
difficult. Also accessible
changing facilities are so
important for parents.

Parking at the social
club is terrible, never
enough room and the
sloping gravel car park
is really dangerous
Parking facilities at the
current Social Club are
inadequate. It is difficult to
manoeuvre wheelchairs
and buggies across the
slopped car park.

Acoustics are important
to me as I wear two
hearing aids and clarity is
crucial. I am hoping to
use a quiet room to teach
lip reading classes.

As I am in a wheelchair
accessible toilets are all
important. Plenty of space
is required with the sink
away from the ‘loo’ as the
wheelchair needs the room.

A considerable difference as I
have had 3 knee replacements,
the left one twice. I also have 3
collapsed vertebrae in my back.
This makes walking too far
difficult. Plus a hip operation.

All on one level will be
excellent as I now have a
problem with stairs due to a
degenerative spine condition.

It will make the centre
accessible to those
with mobility issues
such as my mother-inlaw and several friends.
It will help
our disabled
grandchild

We suffer from
osteoarthritis.
We need space
to park our car.

My mother has very
limited mobility, so having
everything fully accessible
will help her attend events
she currently has to miss.

Easy access
as I have a
disability

I work in the Meadows
Care Home. This will
make a huge difference
for us with easy access
for wheelchairs, toilet
facilities, etc..

For my husband
being all on one
level will make it
easier to access.

Baby changing
facilities will be
fantastic! Being on
one level will be
easier with buggies.

It is difficult for Heritage
Society members to
attend some events
due to lack of parking &
the sloping car park.

When I attend dance class
I have to park away from
hall as the car park is
already full, and so carry
large sound equipment etc
some distance.

Easier parking &
disabled access will
help me to retain
my independence

I will definitely attend
more functions in the
new hall than I do at
present.

I will be more likely
to attend community
events because of
the new facilities.

A modern, built-forpurpose facility will
make it more likely
for me to attend.

Big difference as
I have back/hip
problems & steps
are difficult to use

It will make a great
difference. We are often
unable to use the car park
at the current hall, and
getting kids from the car to
the hall feels very unsafe.

The hill approaching the
present building is a
hindrance to many people
of my age (71) attending
functions (e.g. Cinema).

Easier parking and new
baby changing facilities
will make a big
difference to me and
my 1 year old.
Would make use
of the gym and
hopefully changing
rooms for Dornoch
City FC games.

Improved access will enable
us to attend functions and
events which at present can
only be undertaken with
difficulty due to disabilities.

Would actually make
me keep fit instead
of having to travel
and just not doing it.

Would be able
to take less
able relations
to events.

Massive difference.
Sometimes I don't
attend events because
of a lack of parking.

Will be of
great help if
acoustics are
better.

Please include
secure cycle rack/
shed as would
like to cycle there

I work for UHI based in Dornoch. We
are holding a major international
conference in the Social Club in
2016. Improved acoustics, parking
and accessibility would have been
extremely helpful in attracting a wider
audience. We will certainly consider
holding more events in Dornoch
when the new Centre is available.

